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Through the Eyes of a Whistle-blower Apr 13
2021 In 2011, Sherry Hunt was a vice president
and chief underwriter at CitiMortgage
headquarters in the United States. For years
she had been witnessing fraud, as the company
bought billions of dollars in mortgage loans
from external lenders that did not meet Citi
credit policy and sold them to governmentsponsored enterprises (GSEs). This resulted in
Citi selling to GSEs such as Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac pools of loans that were
considerably defective and thus likely to
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default. Citi had also approved hundreds of
millions of dollars' worth of defective mortgage
files for U.S. Federal Housing Administration
insurance. After reporting the mortgage defects
in regular reports, notifying and working
closely with her direct supervisor (who was
subsequently asked to leave Citi after alerting
the chairman of the board to these issues) to
stop the purchase of defective loans, leaving
anonymous tips on the FBI's and the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development's websites, and receiving threats
from two of her superiors who demanded that
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she change the results of her quality control
unit's reports, the shy and conflict-avoidant
Hunt had to decide who she should tell about
the fraud, and how. The case gives students the
opportunity to recommend how Hunt should
proceed based on their analysis of the
stakeholders involved. To aid instructors, the
case includes Kellogg-produced videos of Hunt-the only on-camera interviews she has ever
given--explaining what happened after she
reported the fraud to Citi HR and, later, the
U.S. Department of Justice. Within the case,
students are also briefly exposed to legislation
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and bodies pertinent to whistle-blowing in the
United States, including the Dodd-Frank Act,
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the SEC Office of
the Whistleblower. This case won the 2014
competition for Outstanding Case on AntiCorruption, supported by the Principles for
Responsible Management Education (PRME),
an initiative of the UN Global Compact. Analyze stakeholders' motivations to prepare
counter-arguments to the resistance one might
encounter when reporting unethical behavior Write a script for who to tell, how, and why Discuss how incentive structures, management,
and culture play roles in promoting or
hindering ethical behavior in organizations Identify behaviors that help a whistle-blower be
effective - Gain experience resolving ethical
dilemmas in which two values may conflict,
such as professional duty and personal ethics.
Exposure Sep 30 2022 When Michael
Woodford was made President and CEO of
Olympus, he became the first westerner ever to
climb the ranks of one of Japan's corporate
giants. Within months he become the first
company president to blow the whistle on his
own firm, having uncovered and publicly
exposed a $1.5 billion accounting fraud. He was
dramatically fired, fled Japan in fear of his life,
and instigated an investigation which continues
to rock Japan to its core. Exposure is the story
of how Michael Woodford chose the truth over
an $8 million salary, and exposed the dark
heart of the company he had dedicated his life
to. 'I approached an empty park bench by an
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ice cream stand. The sound of children playing
was all around. Nobody appeared to be looking
at me, or monitoring me. I took out my one
remaining mobile phone, and called the
Financial Times correspondent based here in
Tokyo. Mercifully, he picked up. 'Can we meet?'
I asked him. The short wait seemed an eternity,
but when he arrived I handed him a file. 'I need
you to expose all of this,' I told him. 'And
quickly.' 'What are you going to do now?' he
asked. As I answered, I could hear the panic in
my voice. 'I'm getting out.' 'When?' 'Now.' 'A
sensational personal account of a man of great
courage and principle who got to the top, and
blew the whistle to glorious effect.' Jon Snow,
Channel 4 News 'A study of boldness in action.'
Lionel Barber, Editor, Financial Times 'The
most celebrated international whistleblower of
recent times . . . his story is filled with mystery,
suspense, duplicity and betrayal.' Management
Today 'A gripping chronicle by a corporate
whistle-blower who achieved a stunning
victory.' Kirkus
Britain's Best Kept Secret Nov 08 2020 This
book traces the Park's early history and
provides a guide to the key wartime buildings
and what went on behind the scenes. In this
fully revised new edition, Enever describes the
Bletchley Park Trust's battle to acquire the
Park and thus preserve this historic site for the
nation.
Exposure Aug 30 2022 Michael Woodford was a
company man. He'd risen through the ranks of
giant Japanese firm Olympus to become CEO.
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But just weeks into the job in Tokyo he came
across allegations of enormous fraud. Yet his
every attempt at investigation was blocked.
Losing his job, facing a cover up and possible
threats to his life, Woodford fled the country.
Then he did something Olympus didn't expect.
He fought back. Risking everything, Woodford
went on the offensive. He exposed the crimes at
the company's heart, brought down those who
tried to silence him - and became a hero.
'Woodford relates, at Grisham-like pace, how he
stumbled upon a $1.7bn fraud that he, unlike
his fellow board members, refused to hide. He
is one of the few foreign businessmen to have
penetrated deep inside a Japanese corporation
and to report back unflinchingly.' Financial
Times 'Woodford triumphs with a pacey
narrative [and] a storyteller's eye for detail. A
fine book by a fine man who did the right
thing.' The Times 'When Woodford turned
whistleblower, he set off a tumult unlike
anything that the cosseted world of Japanese
business had seen.' The New York Times
'Remarkable. Vivid, angry and straight from the
heart.' Mail on Sunday
Global Corruption Report: Sport Jul 17 2021
Sport is a global phenomenon engaging billions
of people and generating annual revenues of
more than US$ 145 billion. Problems in the
governance of sports organisations, fixing of
matches and staging of major sporting events
have spurred action on many fronts. Yet
attempts to stop corruption in sport are still at
an early stage. The Global Corruption Report
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(GCR) on sport is the most comprehensive
analysis of sports corruption to date. It consists
of more than 60 contributions from leading
experts in the fields of corruption and sport,
from sports organisations, governments,
multilateral institutions, sponsors, athletes,
supporters, academia and the wider anticorruption movement. This GCR provides
essential analysis for understanding the
corruption risks in sport, focusing on sports
governance, the business of sport, planning of
major events, and match-fixing. It highlights the
significant work that has already been done and
presents new approaches to strengthening
integrity in sport. In addition to measuring
transparency and accountability, the GCR gives
priority to participation, from sponsors to
athletes to supporters an essential to restoring
trust in sport.
Talking Back to Facebook Mar 25 2022 The
founder of Common Sense Media counsels
parents and teachers on how to protect
children from vulnerabilities in today's online
and social technology outlets, providing
coverage of such topics as content filters,
unhealthy media messages, ADD and privacy.
Original.
Daring Delly #2: Country Vs City Jan 29
2020 Delly is thrilled to play basketball for the
Maryborough Blazers. But when a storm
damages their home court, the team is left
without any equipment! Their next game is
against a top-ranked city team. How will Delly
and his mates train for it without hoops and
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basketballs? Delly is daring and determined.
He'll do whatever it takes to get the Blazers
ready to win!
Bottle of Lies Dec 10 2020 A NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER New York Times 100
Notable Books of 2019 New York Public Library
Best Books of 2019 Kirkus Reviews Best Health
and Science Books of 2019 Science Friday Best
Books of 2019 New postscript by the author
From an award-winning journalist, an explosive
narrative investigation of the generic drug
boom that reveals fraud and life-threatening
dangers on a global scale—The Jungle for
pharmaceuticals Many have hailed the
widespread use of generic drugs as one of the
most important public-health developments of
the twenty-first century. Today, almost 90
percent of our pharmaceutical market is
comprised of generics, the majority of which
are manufactured overseas. We have been
reassured by our doctors, our pharmacists and
our regulators that generic drugs are identical
to their brand-name counterparts, just less
expensive. But is this really true? Katherine
Eban’s Bottle of Lies exposes the deceit behind
generic-drug manufacturing—and the attendant
risks for global health. Drawing on exclusive
accounts from whistleblowers and regulators,
as well as thousands of pages of confidential
FDA documents, Eban reveals an industry
where fraud is rampant, companies routinely
falsify data, and executives circumvent almost
every principle of safe manufacturing to
minimize cost and maximize profit, confident in
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their ability to fool inspectors. Meanwhile,
patients unwittingly consume medicine with
unpredictable and dangerous effects. The story
of generic drugs is truly global. It connects
middle America to China, India, sub-Saharan
Africa and Brazil, and represents the ultimate
litmus test of globalization: what are the risks
of moving drug manufacturing offshore, and are
they worth the savings? A decade-long
investigation with international sweep, highstakes brinkmanship and big money at its core,
Bottle of Lies reveals how the world’s greatest
public-health innovation has become one of its
most astonishing swindles.
Twilight of the Elites Oct 27 2019 A powerful
and original argument that traces the roots of
our present crisis of authority to an unlikely
source: the meritocracy. Over the past decade,
Americans watched in bafflement and rage as
one institution after another – from Wall Street
to Congress, the Catholic Church to corporate
America, even Major League Baseball –
imploded under the weight of corruption and
incompetence. In the wake of the Fail Decade,
Americans have historically low levels of trust
in their institutions; the social contract between
ordinary citizens and elites lies in tatters. How
did we get here? With Twilight of the Elites,
Christopher Hayes offers a radically novel
answer. Since the 1960s, as the meritocracy
elevated a more diverse group of men and
women into power, they learned to embrace the
accelerating inequality that had placed them
near the very top. Their ascension heightened
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social distance and spawned a new American
elite--one more prone to failure and corruption
than any that came before it. Mixing deft
political analysis, timely social commentary,
and deep historical understanding, Twilight of
the Elites describes how the society we have
come to inhabit – utterly forgiving at the top
and relentlessly punitive at the bottom –
produces leaders who are out of touch with the
people they have been trusted to govern. Hayes
argues that the public's failure to trust the
federal government, corporate America, and
the media has led to a crisis of authority that
threatens to engulf not just our politics but our
day-to-day lives. Upending well-worn
ideological and partisan categories, Hayes
entirely reorients our perspective on our times.
Twilight of the Elites is the defining work of
social criticism for the post-bailout age.
Exposure Nov 01 2022 “It was no comfort to
know that I was making history, for the forced
removal of a company president is almost
unheard of in Japan. I rose quietly, left the
room, and holding my head high, walked back
to my office. My main goal was to escape as
quickly as possible. The board had seemed
scared—why else would they have acted the
way they did. But just what were they scared
of?” When Michael Woodford was made
president of Olympus—the company to which
he had dedicated thirty years of his career—he
became the first Westerner ever to climb the
ranks of one of Japan’s corporate giants. Some
wondered at the appointment—how could a
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gaijin who didn’t even speak Japanese
understand how to run a Japanese company?
But within months Woodford had gained the
confidence of most of his colleagues and
shareholders. Unfortunately, soon after, his
dream job turned into a nightmare. The trouble
began when Woodford learned about a series of
bizarre mergers and aquisitions deals totaling
$1.7 billion—a scandal that threatened to bring
down the entire company if exposed. He turned
to his fellow executives— including the
chairman who had promoted him Tsuyoshi
Kikukawa—for answers. But instead of being
heralded as a hero for trying to save the
company, Woodford was met with vague
responses and hostility—a clear sign of a cover
up. Undeterred, he demanded to be made CEO
so he could have more leverage with his board
and continue to search for the truth. Then, just
weeks after being granted the top title, he was
fired in a boardroom coup that shocked Japan
and the business world at large. Worried his former bosses might try to silence him, Woodford
immediately fled the country in fear of his life
and went straight to the press—making him the
first CEO of a global multinational to blow the
whistle on his own company. Following his
dismissal, Woodford faced months of agonizing
pressure that at times threatened his health
and his family life. But instead of succumbing
he persisted, and eventually the men who had
ousted him were held to account. Now,
Woodford recounts his almost unbelievable true
story—from the e-mail that first alerted him to
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the scandal, to the terrifying rumors of involvement with the Japanese mafia, to the stream of
fruitless denials that continued to emanate
from Olympus in an effort to cover up the
scandal. He also paints a devastating portrait of
corporate Japan—an insular, hierarchy-driven
culture that prefers maintaining the status quo
to exposing ugly truths. The result is a deeply
personal memoir that reads like a thriller
narrative. As Woodford puts it, “I thought I was
going to run a health-care and consumer
electronics company, but found I had walked
into a John Grisham novel.”
Diddly Squat Aug 25 2019 Pull on your wellies,
grab your flat cap and join Jeremy Clarkson in
this hilarious and fascinating behind-the-scenes
look at the infamous Diddly Squat Farm THE
NO. 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Brilliant .
. . laugh-out-loud' Daily Telegraph
'Outrageously funny . . . will have you in
stitches' Time Out _________ Welcome to
Clarkson's farm. It's always had a nice ring to
it. Jeremy just never thought that one day his
actual job would be 'a farmer'. And, sadly, it
doesn't mean he's any good at it. From buying
the wrong tractor (Lamborghini, since you ask .
. .) to formation combine harvesting, getting
tied-up in knots of red tape to chasing viciously
athletic cows, our hero soon learns that
enthusiasm alone might not be enough. Jeremy
may never succeed in becoming master of his
land, but, as he's discovering, the fun lies in the
trying . . . _________ 'Very funny . . . I cracked up
laughing on the tube' Evening Standard Praise
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for Clarkson's Farm: 'The best thing Clarkson's
done . . . it pains me to say this' GUARDIAN
'Shockingly hopeful' INDEPENDENT 'Even the
most committed Clarkson haters will find him
likeable here' TELEGRAPH 'Quite lovely' THE
TIMES
Dog Lost Nov 28 2019 This story is inspired by
the heroic accounts of dogs that miraculously
find their way home after long periods of being
lost. Some inner sense of knowing guides them
back home. A longing and bond of love and
loyalty drives them forward. Makind owes so
much to our faithful best friend. AUTHOR: Jan
Ramage is the award author of several
children's books, including 'Stranded', 'Eyes in
the Night' and 'Tuart Dwellers'. She lives in
Western Australia. ILLUSTRATOR: Brian
Simmonds is an award winning West Australian
artist and illustrator.
Can Japan Compete? Oct 20 2021 In Can Japan
Compete?, world-renowned competition
strategist Michael Porter and his colleagues
explain why American assumptions about Japan
have proved so inaccurate, what Japan must do
to regain its strength, and what its journey can
tell us about how to succeed in the new global
economy.The research behind this book began
in the early 1990s, at a time when Japan's
economic success was overwhelmingly credited
to the Japanese government and its unique
management policies. Porter and his colleagues
started by asking a crucial but previously
overlooked question: If Japanese government
policies and practices accounted for the
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nation's extraordinary competitiveness, then
why wasn't Japan competitive in many of the
industries where those policies had been
prominently implemented? The authors and a
team of colleagues surveyed a vast array of
Japanese industries. This surprising book is the
result of their work. The continuing influence of
Japanese government and management
strategies worldwide makes Can Japan
Compete? a must read for anyone competing in
the global economy.
Genius Minds: Albert Einstein and Stephen
Hawking - 2 Books in 1! May 15 2021
GENIUS MINDS: Albert Einstein and Stephen
Hawking - 2 Books in 1!Featuring*Albert
Einstein*Stephen Hawking 2 Great Books In 1!
Albert Einstein Albert Einstein is the most
recognizable face of science. The man who
created the theory of relativity, alongside so
many other breakthroughs in the world of
physics, though, was so much more than just a
scientist. A philosopher, musician,
humanitarian. A pacifist. Einstein was never a
man to back down in a fight, and never one to
accept the words of authority if they were
unjustified, or harmful to others. The kindly,
white haired old man, was a flawed genius. A
man who possessed excellence in science, a
deep love for humanity, struggled in his
personal life. This is the story of Albert
Einstein, the greatest intellect of the twentieth
century, perhaps of all time. Stephen Hawking
Dennis William Sciama (1926 - 1999) was a don
at the University of Cambridge in the United
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Kingdom. He was one of the most eminent
physicists of his time. In 1963 he was informed
that he was to receive a new pupil, a young
man from Oxford who wished to undertake his
doctoral thesis under his tutelage. There was
nothing unusual in this. Mentoring new pupils
was part and parcel of a university academic's
life. However the new pupil seemed, on the face
of it, unremarkable. In fact he had the
reputation of a lazy and somewhat difficult
student. In his written exam at Oxford he had
achieved neither a first nor a second degree. A
first would have entitled him to undertake
postgraduate studies at Cambridge; a second at
Oxford. He had to submit to an oral exam, an
ordeal that terrified him but nevertheless
impressed his examiners who remarked that
they faced intelligence greater than there on.
After a while Sciama also agreed that he was
dealing with a highly potent intellect. This man
was only 21 years old and moreover had just
been given 2 years to live. His name was
Stephen William Hawking. Since then, Stephen
Hawking has gone on to become one of the
most eminent scientists of his generation,
internationally respected and famous for his
work. This is his story.
Disneywar Jun 03 2020 When you wish upon a
star', 'Whistle While You Work', 'The Happiest
Place on Earth' - these are lyrics indelibly
linked to Disney, one of the most admired and
best-known companies in the world. So when
Roy Disney, chairman of Disney animation,
abruptly resigned in November 2003 and
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declared war on chairman and chief executive
Michael Eisner, he sent shock waves
throughout the world. DISNEYWAR is the
dramatic inside story of what drove this iconic
entertainment company to civil war, told by one
of America's most acclaimed journalists.
Drawing on unprecedented access to both
Eisner and Roy Disney, current and former
Disney executives and board members, as well
as hundreds of pages of never-before-seen
letters and memos, James B. Stewart gets to the
bottom of mysteries that have enveloped Disney
for years. In riveting detail, Stewart also lays
bare the creative process that lies at the heart
of Disney. Even as the executive suite has been
engulfed in turmoil, Disney has worked - and
sometimes clashed - with a glittering array of
Hollywood players, many of who tell their
stories here for the first time.
They Know Everything About You Sep 06 2020
They Know Everything About You is a
groundbreaking exposé of how government
agencies and tech corporations monitor
virtually every aspect of our lives, and a fierce
defense of privacy and democracy. The
revelation that the government has access to a
vast trove of personal online data demonstrates
that we already live in a surveillance society.
But the erosion of privacy rights extends far
beyond big government. Intelligence agencies
such as the NSA and CIA are using Silicon
Valley corporate partners as their data spies.
Seemingly progressive tech companies are
joining forces with snooping government
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agencies to create a brave new world of wired
tyranny. Life in the digital age poses an
unprecedented challenge to our constitutional
liberties, which guarantee a wall of privacy
between the individual and the government.
The basic assumption of democracy requires
the ability of the individual to experiment with
ideas and associations within a protected zone,
as secured by the Constitution. The unobserved
moment embodies the most basic of human
rights, yet it is being squandered in the name of
national security and consumer convenience.
Robert Scheer argues that the information
revolution, while a source of public
enlightenment, contains the seeds of freedom's
destruction in the form of a surveillance state
that exceeds the wildest dream of the most
ingenious dictator. The technology of
surveillance, unless vigorously resisted,
represents an existential threat to the liberation
of the human spirit.
Interest and Prices Apr 25 2022 With the
collapse of the Bretton Woods system, any
pretense of a connection of the world's
currencies to any real commodity has been
abandoned. Yet since the 1980s, most central
banks have abandoned money-growth targets
as practical guidelines for monetary policy as
well. How then can pure "fiat" currencies be
managed so as to create confidence in the
stability of national units of account? Interest
and Prices seeks to provide theoretical
foundations for a rule-based approach to
monetary policy suitable for a world of instant
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communications and ever more efficient
financial markets. In such a world, effective
monetary policy requires that central banks
construct a conscious and articulate account of
what they are doing. Michael Woodford
reexamines the foundations of monetary
economics, and shows how interest-rate policy
can be used to achieve an inflation target in the
absence of either commodity backing or control
of a monetary aggregate. The book further
shows how the tools of modern macroeconomic
theory can be used to design an optimal
inflation-targeting regime--one that balances
stabilization goals with the pursuit of price
stability in a way that is grounded in an explicit
welfare analysis, and that takes account of the
"New Classical" critique of traditional policy
evaluation exercises. It thus argues that rulebased policymaking need not mean adherence
to a rigid framework unrelated to stabilization
objectives for the sake of credibility, while at
the same time showing the advantages of rulebased over purely discretionary policymaking.
Float Sep 18 2021 A heartfelt summer read for
fans of Sarah Dessen and Jenny Han about
holding on and letting go. Waverly Lyons has
been caught in the middle of her parents’
divorce for as long as she can remember. This
summer, the battle rages over who she’ll spend
her vacation with, and when Waverly’s options
are shot down, it’s bye-bye Fairbanks, Alaska
and hello Holden, Florida to stay with her aunt.
Coming from the tundra of the north, the beach
culture isn’t exactly Waverly’s forte. The sun
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may just be her mortal enemy, and her vibe is
decidedly not chill. To top it off? Her ability to
swim is nonexistent. Enter Blake, the
(superhot) boy next door. Charming and sweet,
he welcomes Waverly into his circle. For the
first time in her life, Waverly has friends, a
social life, and soon enough, feelings . . . for
Blake. As the two grow closer, Waverly’s
fortunes begin to look up. But every summer
must come to an end, and letting go is hardest
when you’ve finally found where you belong.
The Six New Rules of Business Jul 05 2020
The rules of business are changing
dramatically. The Aspen Institute's Judy
Samuelson describes the profound shifts in
attitudes and mindsets that are redefining our
notions of what constitutes business success.
Dynamic forces are conspiring to clarify the
new rules of real value creation—and to put the
old rules to rest. Internet-powered
transparency, more powerful worker voice, the
decline in importance of capital, and the
complexity of global supply chains in the face of
planetary limits all define the new landscape.
As executive director of the Aspen Institute
Business and Society Program, Judy Samuelson
has a unique vantage point from which to
engage business decision makers and identify
the forces that are moving the needle in both
boardrooms and business classrooms.
Samuelson lays out how hard-to-measure
intangibles like reputation, trust, and loyalty
are imposing new ways to assess risk and
opportunity in investment and asset
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management. She argues that “maximizing
shareholder value” has never been the sole
objective of effective businesses while
observing that shareholder theory and the
practices that keep it in place continue to lose
power in both business and the public square.
In our globalized era, she demonstrates how
expectations of corporations are set far beyond
the company gates—and why employees are
both the best allies of the business and the new
accountability mechanism, more so than
consumers or investors. Samuelson's new rules
offer a powerful guide to how businesses are
changing today—and what is needed to succeed
in tomorrow's economic and social landscape.
Ethical Obligations and Decision Making in
Accounting Mar 13 2021 Ethical Obligations
and Decision-Making in Accounting gives
students a robust ethical framework that is
crucial for accountants in the post-Enron era.
Incorporating the principles of the AICPA code
and other systems of ethics, Mintz and Morris
show accounting students how a commitment
to ethics can enable accounting professionals to
meet their ethical obligations both to investors
and creditors. No other book so
comprehensively examines the elements of the
financial reporting system - including the ethics
of the internal control environment and the
effectiveness of board of director and audit
committee oversight - that determine the
ethical standard of the accounting process.
Crash Bank Wallop Feb 21 2022
Whistleblower Jul 25 2019 “A powerful
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illustration of the obstacles our society
continues to throw up in the paths of ambitious
young women.” —The New York Times Book
Review “Important . . . empowering.” —Gayle
King, CBS This Morning "That [Fowler] became
a whistle-blower and a pioneer of a social
movement almost seems inevitable once you
get to know her. Uber should have seen her
coming.” —San Francisco Chronicle Named a
Best Book of 2020 by NPR Susan Fowler was
just twenty-five years old when her blog post
describing the sexual harassment and
retaliation she'd experienced at Uber riveted
the nation. Her post would eventually lead to
the ousting of Uber's powerful CEO, but its
ripples extended far beyond that, as her
courageous choice to attach her name to the
post inspired other women to speak publicly
about their experiences. In the year that
followed, an unprecedented number of women
came forward, and Fowler was recognized by
Time as one of the "Silence Breakers" who
ignited the #MeToo movement. Here, she
shares her full story: a story of extraordinary
determination and resilience that reveals what
it takes--and what it means--to be a
whistleblower. Long before she arrived at Uber,
Fowler's life had been defined by her refusal to
accept her circumstances. She propelled
herself from an impoverished childhood with
little formal education to the Ivy League, and
then to a coveted position at one of the most
valuable companies in the history of Silicon
Valley. Each time she was mistreated, she
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fought back or found a way to reinvent herself;
all she wanted was the opportunity to define
her own dreams and work to achieve them. But
when she discovered Uber's pervasive culture
of sexism, racism, harassment, and abuse, and
that the company would do nothing about it,
she knew she had to speak out—no matter what
it cost her. Whistleblower takes us deep inside
this shockingly toxic workplace and reveals new
details about the aftermath of the blog post, in
which Fowler was investigated and followed,
hacked and threatened, to the point that she
feared for her life. But even as it illuminates
how the deck is stacked in favor of the status
quo, Fowler's story serves as a crucial reminder
that we can take our power back. Both moving
personal narrative and rallying cry,
Whistleblower urges us to be the heroes of our
own stories, and to keep fighting for a more just
and equitable world.
Secret Service Dogs Mar 01 2020 In an age
fraught with terrorism, United States Secret
Service canine teams risk their lives to
safeguard the president, vice president, their
families, visiting heads of state, and a host of
others. Unprecedented access to these heroic
dog teams has allowed a fascinating first-timeever look at a very special breed of heroes.
Wherever the president goes, there will be
dogs. They’ll be there no matter what the
country or state. They’ll be there regardless of
the political climate, the danger level, the
weather, or the hour. “If you let down your
guard on the job,” says Special Agent Bill G.,
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canine program manager, “it can change the
history of the world.” It’s a burden Secret
Service dog handlers take extremely seriously
regardless of their specialty. Tactical dog
handlers on the White House lawn, handlers
whose dogs sniff for explosives around the
world, and those who walk their amiable floppyeared dogs up and down Pennsylvania Avenue
all live one common mantra: Not on my watch.
Or my dog’s. Secret Service Dogs immerses
readers into the heart of this elite world of
canine teams who protect first families, popes,
and presidential candidates: the selection of
dogs and handlers, their year-round training,
their missions around the world, and, most
important, the bond—the glue that holds the
teams together and can mean the difference
between finding bombs and terrorists or letting
them slip by. “These animals will gladly run into
a hail of gunfire,” says '"Stew," a Secret Service
ERT tactical canine unit supervisor. “All they
ask in return is for their handlers to throw the
ball with them, pet them, and talk to them in an
embarrassingly high voice.” Secret Service
Dogs celebrates the Secret Service’s most
unforgettable canine heroes. It is a must-read
for fans of Maria Goodavage, anyone who wants
a rare inside view of the United States Secret
Service, or just loves dogs.
Forensic and Investigative Accounting Oct
08 2020 "Forensic accounting" is a growing
area of practice in which the knowledge, skills
and abilities of advanced accounting are
combined with investigative expertise and
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applied to legal problems. Forensic accountants
are often asked to provide litigation support
where they are called on to give expert
testimony about financial data and accounting
activities. In other more proactive
engagements, they probe situations using
special investigative accounting skills and
techniques. Some even see forensic accounting
as practiced by skilled accounting specialists
becoming part and parcel of most financial
audits--an extra quality control step in the
auditing process that will help reduce financial
statement fraud.
The Parable of the Sadhu Sep 26 2019
The Key Man Jan 11 2021 ***LONGLISTED
FOR THE FT MCKINSEY BUSINESS BOOK OF
THE YEAR 2021*** 'Impeccably researched and
sumptuous in its detail... It's a page-turner' The
Economist 'This book tells the story brilliantly...
Well-paced and cleverly organised. It also
draws some devastating conclusions' The
Sunday Times 'Gripping' Guardian In this
compelling story of greed, chicanery and
tarnished idealism, two Wall Street Journal
reporters investigate a man who Bill Gates and
Western governments entrusted with hundreds
of millions of dollars to make profits and end
poverty but now stands accused of
masterminding one of the biggest, most brazen
frauds ever. Arif Naqvi was charismatic,
inspiring and self-made. The founder of the
Dubai-based private-equity firm Abraaj, he was
the Key Man to the global elite searching for
impact investments to make money and do
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good. He persuaded politicians he could help
stabilize the Middle East after 9/11 by
providing jobs and guided executives to
opportunities in cities they struggled to find on
the map. Bill Gates helped him start a billiondollar fund to improve health care in poor
countries, and the UN and Interpol appointed
him to boards. Naqvi also won the support of
President Obama's administration and the chief
of a British government fund compared him to
Tom Cruise in Mission: Impossible. The only
problem? In 2019 Arif Naqvi was arrested on
charges of fraud and racketeering at Heathrow
airport. A British judge has approved his
extradition to the US and he faces up to 291
years in jail if found guilty. With a cast
featuring famous billionaires and statesmen
moving across Asia, Africa, Europe and
America, The Key Man is the story of how the
global elite was duped by a capitalist fairy tale.
Clark and Louch's thrilling investigation
exposes one of the world's most audacious
scams and shines a light on the hypocrisy,
corruption and greed at the heart of the global
financial system. 'An unbelievable true tale of
greed, corruption and manipulation among the
world's financial elite' Harry Markopolos, the
Bernie Madoff whistleblower 'A pacy and
deeply-reported tale' Financial Times
Business Ethics Apr 01 2020
Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy Nov 20
2021 Here is the ultimate book on the
worldwide movement of hackers, pranksters,
and activists that operates under the non-name
exposure-from-president-to-whistleblower-at-olympus

Anonymous, by the writer the Huffington Post
says “knows all of Anonymous’ deepest, darkest
secrets.” Half a dozen years ago, anthropologist
Gabriella Coleman set out to study the rise of
this global phenomenon just as some of its
members were turning to political protest and
dangerous disruption (before Anonymous shot
to fame as a key player in the battles over
WikiLeaks, the Arab Spring, and Occupy Wall
Street). She ended up becoming so closely
connected to Anonymous that the tricky story of
her inside–outside status as Anon confidante,
interpreter, and erstwhile mouthpiece forms
one of the themes of this witty and entirely
engrossing book. The narrative brims with
details unearthed from within a notoriously
mysterious subculture, whose semi-legendary
tricksters—such as Topiary, tflow, Anachaos,
and Sabu—emerge as complex, diverse,
politically and culturally sophisticated people.
Propelled by years of chats and encounters with
a multitude of hackers, including imprisoned
activist Jeremy Hammond and the double agent
who helped put him away, Hector Monsegur,
Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy is filled
with insights into the meaning of digital
activism and little understood facets of culture
in the Internet age, including the history of
“trolling,” the ethics and metaphysics of
hacking, and the origins and manifold meanings
of “the lulz.”
What Makes Effective Whistleblowing Feb 09
2021 This book analyzes whistleblowing
worldwide publicly known cases from Belguim,
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Brazil, Finland, Japan and The Philippines to
ascertain factors that make for effective
whistleblowing. The work concludes that
external whistleblowing, extensive mass media
coverage, and strong evidence are essential
components of effective whistleblowing.
Richard Jewell Jun 15 2021 Soon to be a major
film from Academy Award–winning director
Clint Eastwood—starring Sam Rockwell, Kathy
Bates, Jon Hamm, Olivia Wilde, and Paul Walter
Hauser! This collection of captivating profiles
from Vanity Fair writer Marie Brenner spans
her award-winning career and features largerthan-life figures such as Donald Trump, Roy
Cohn, Malala Yousafzai, and Richard
Jewell—the security guard whose dramatic
heroism at the bombing of the 1996 Olympics
made him the FBI’s prime suspect. Previously
published as A Private War, Marie Brenner’s
Richard Jewell tells a gripping true story of
heroism and injustice. In the early morning
hours of July 27, 1996, three pipe bombs
exploded at the Summer Olympics in Atlanta,
Georgia, killing one person and injuring 111
others. Hundreds more potential casualties
were prevented by the vigilance and quick
actions of security guard Richard Jewell, who
uncovered the bombs and began evacuating the
area. But no good deed goes unpunished.
Desperate for a lead, investigators and
journalists pursued Jewell as a potential
suspect in the case, painting him as an obvious
match for the infamous “lone bomber” profile.
Accused of being a terrorist and a failed law
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enforcement officer who craved public
recognition for his false heroics, he saw his
reputation smeared across headlines and
broadcasts nationwide. After a months-long
investigation found no evidence against him,
the US Attorney finally cleared Jewell’s name.
Yet Jewell would not be fully exonerated in the
eyes of the public until the actual bomber
confessed in 2005, just two years before
Jewell’s premature death at the age of fortyfour. In Richard Jewell, veteran journalist Marie
Brenner brilliantly chronicles Jewell’s ordeal to
share the story of an ordinary man whose life
was shattered by a false narrative. This
collection also includes Brenner’s classic
encounters with Donald Trump, Roy Cohn,
Malala Yousafzai, Marie Colvin, and others.
Fortress of Deceit Jun 27 2022 A gonzo book
about whistleblowing is long overdue. Bogdan
Dzakovic's story overflows with experiences
that make a reader want to laugh, cry and yes
scream at the same time. This is the
professional autobiography of an everyman
trying to serve the public in the too often
insane world of government national security
bureaucracies. It is as darkly entertaining as it
is educationally insightful. While reading and
rereading it, I could not help but flash back to
Kafka's THE TRIAL, Monty Python's movie
BRAZIL, and all of Hunter Thompson's FEAR
AND LOATHING. Tom Devine Legal Director
Government Accountability Project
+++++++++++++ FORTRESS OF DECEIT is
the authors thirty-two year adventure in the
exposure-from-president-to-whistleblower-at-olympus

federal government wonderland, whose
growing cynicism compelled him to work with
other like-minded colleagues in a desperate
effort to prevent the 9/11 terror attacks. Far
from culminating with the attacks, the book
continues with the poorly thought out knee-jerk
reactions of the government and its nefarious
aftermath which continues to this day.
Enthüllung Jul 29 2022 Michael Woodfords
Geschichte liest sich wie die Handlung eines
John Grisham Buches und ist doch Realität:
vom erfolgreichen CEO des japanischen
Megaunternehmens Olympus zum
Whistleblower, der schließlich gegen das
Unternehmen agierte und dortige
betrügerische Machenschaften an die Presse
weitergab. In seinem Buch "Enthüllung" ist
diese Geschichte nun nachzulesen. Beginnend
mit der E-Mail, die ihn zum ersten Mal auf den
vertuschten Skandal aufmerksam machte, über
die furchteinflößenden Gerüchte, dass sogar
die Yakuza in die Machenschaften von Olympus
verwickelt sei und ihn zum Schweigen bringen
sollte, bis hin zu seinem mutigen Schritt alles
offenzulegen. Das Besondere an Woodfords
Buch ist nicht nur die Schilderung seiner
eigenen dramatischen Erfahrung, sondern
auch, dass er in "Enthüllung" das Bild einer
Unternehmenskultur zeichnet, in der blinde
Loyalität gegenüber dem Chef über allem steht,
sogar über ethischen und moralischen
Prinzipien.
The Whistleblower Aug 06 2020 THE HUNT
FOR A KILLER LEADS ALL THE WAY TO THE
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TOP... 'Brilliant' - THE TIMES 'Cracking' DAILY MAIL 'Winning' - SUNDAY TIMES 'A hell
of a read' - OBSERVER 'Enthralling' FINANCIAL TIMES 'Enjoyable, intelligent' GUARDIAN 'A romping thriller' INDEPENDENT 'A rollicking read' - EVENING
STANDARD 'A gripping thriller' - DAILY
EXPRESS 'Fascinating' - DAILY MIRROR
'Gripping' - RADIO TIMES 'Compelling' - THE
SUN THE BIGGEST THRILLER OF THE YEAR
FROM BRITAIN'S TOP POLITICAL
JOURNALIST, ROBERT PESTON.
________________________ 1997. A desperate
government clings to power; a hungry
opposition will do anything to win. And
journalist Gil Peck watches from the sidelines, a
respected commentator on the sport of power
politics. He thinks he knows how things work.
He thinks he knows the rules. But when Gil's
estranged sister Clare dies in a hit-and-run, he
begins to believe it was no accident. Clare knew
some of the most sensitive secrets in
government. One of them might have got her
killed. As election day approaches, Gil follows
the story into the dark web of interests that link
politics, finance and the media. And the deeper
he goes, the more he realises how wrong he has
been. But power isn't sport: it's war. And if Gil
doesn't stop digging, he might be the next
casualty... Robert Harris' THE GHOST and Bill
Clinton & James Patterson's THE PRESIDENT'S
DAUGHTER meets HOUSE OF CARDS in the
most anticipated thriller of the year, THE
WHISTLEBLOWER by Robert Peston. What
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your favourite authors are saying about THE
WHISTLEBLOWER: 'Exceptional' MATTHEW
D'ANCONA 'A genuine page-turner' - TOM
BRADBY 'Intelligent, elegant & thrilling' RORY CLEMENTS 'Unputdownable' - DAMIEN
LEWIS 'Riveting' - NICK ROBINSON 'A
cracking read' - ED BALLS
Nuclear Power Aug 18 2021
Corporate Responses to Financial Crime Jan 23
2022 This brief extends studies on how
corporations respond to scandals by examining
the evolution of the accounts that corporate
agents develop after a scandal becomes public.
Guided by the theory of accounts and a recently
developed perspective on crisis management,
its examines how the accounts developed by
thirteen corporations caught up in highly
publicized scandals changed from the time of
initial exposure to the issuance of an
investigative report. This brief continues the
discussion of the broader managerial and social
implications of the analysis of accounts, and
analyses their effect on our understanding of
the ability of corporations to weather serious
scandals. It includes four case studies; from
Switzerland, Moldova, Denmark, and Norway
respectively.
Driven to the Brink May 27 2022 Driven to the
Brink is a collection of short stories about
corporate disasters and how inadequate
governance and flawed culture caused a
massive destruction of shareholder value. Look
at any major corporate meltdown and two
factors emerge: a failure of corporate
exposure-from-president-to-whistleblower-at-olympus

governance and a culture where short-termism
and greed are rewarded and risk is encouraged
to flourish unchecked. Two years before the
latest crash, Alicia Micklethwait co-wrote the
best-selling Greed and Corporate Failure which
examined some of the high profile corporate
disasters of the early years of the 21st century.
Sadly those lessons were forgotten. Companies
have continued to be Driven to the Brink of
disaster. Now, with co-author Patty Dimond,
they examine what we must learn this time
around. Drawing on in-depth case studies of the
Libor scandal, Olympus, Co-op, Kids Company
and others, Dimond and Micklethwait ask what
have we learned and more importantly, what
can we do to prevent these disasters from
happening again? They also examine the large,
emerging and less widely understood world of
Corporate China with detailed discussion of the
Lixel and Glaxo frauds. On a positive note,
staying with China, they look at the story of
Alibaba and ask is an ethical culture enough to
protect shareholder rights?
Stephen Hawking Dec 22 2021 Stephen
Hawking - A Stephen Hawking Biography: The
Greatest Scientist of Our TimeDennis William
Sciama (1926 - 1999) was a don at the
University of Cambridge in the United
Kingdom. He was one of the most eminent
physicists of his time. In 1963 he was informed
that he was to receive a new pupil, a young
man from Oxford who wished to undertake his
doctoral thesis under his tutelage. There was
nothing unusual in this. Mentoring new pupils
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was part and parcel of a university academic's
life. However the new pupil seemed, on the face
of it, unremarkable. In fact he had the
reputation of a lazy and somewhat difficult
student. In his written exam at Oxford he had
achieved neither a first nor a second degree. A
first would have entitled him to undertake
postgraduate studies at Cambridge; a second at
Oxford. He had to submit to an oral exam, an
ordeal that terrified him but nevertheless
impressed his examiners who remarked that
they faced intelligence greater than there on.
After a while Sciama also agreed that he was
dealing with a highly potent intellect. This man
was only 21 years old and moreover had just
been given 2 years to live. His name was
Stephen William Hawking. Since then, Stephen
Hawking has gone on to become one of the
most eminent scientists of his generation,
internationally respected and famous for his
work. This is his story.
Partial Least Squares Path Modeling Jun 23
2019 This edited book presents the recent
developments in partial least squares-path
modeling (PLS-PM) and provides a
comprehensive overview of the current state of
the most advanced research related to PLS-PM.
The first section of this book emphasizes the
basic concepts and extensions of the PLS-PM
method. The second section discusses the
methodological issues that are the focus of the
recent development of the PLS-PM method. The
third part discusses the real world application
of the PLS-PM method in various disciplines.
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The contributions from expert authors in the
field of PLS focus on topics such as the factorbased PLS-PM, the perfect match between a
model and a mode, quantile composite-based
path modeling (QC-PM), ordinal consistent
partial least squares (OrdPLSc), nonsymmetrical composite-based path modeling
(NSCPM), modern view for mediation analysis
in PLS-PM, a multi-method approach for
identifying and treating unobserved
heterogeneity, multigroup analysis (PLS-MGA),
the assessment of the common method bias,
non-metric PLS with categorical indicators,
evaluation of the efficiency and accuracy of
model misspecification and bootstrap
parameter recovery in PLS-PM, CB-SEM, and
the Bollen-Stine methods and importanceperformance map analysis (IPMA) for nonlinear
relationships. This book will be useful for
researchers and practitioners interested in the
latest advances in PLS-PM as well as master
and Ph.D. students in a variety of disciplines
using the PLS-PM method for their projects.
High Performance with High Integrity May 03
2020 Our free-market capitalist system is the
world's greatest driver of prosperity, but it has
a dark side. Under intense pressure to make
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the numbers, executives and employees face
temptation to cut corners, fudge accounts, or
worse. And in today's unforgiving environment,
such lapses can be catastrophic. Fines and
settlements have amounted to billions of
dollars. Careers and companies have imploded.
In High Performance with High Integrity, Ben
Heineman argues that there is only one way for
companies to avoid such failures: CEOs must
create a culture of integrity through exemplary
leadership, transparency, incentives, and
processes, not just rules and penalties.
Heineman, GE's chief legal officer and a
member of both Jack Welch's and Jeff Immelt's
senior management teams for nearly twenty
years, reveals crucial "performance with
integrity" principles and practices that you can
begin applying immediately, and shows how
you can drive performance by integrating
integrity systems and processes deep into
company operations. Such principles and
practices also create affirmative benefits: inside
the corporation, in the marketplace and in
society. Concise and insightful, this book
provides a much-needed corporate blueprint for
doing well while doing good in the high-
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pressure global economy. From our new Memo
to the CEO series--solutions-focused advice
from today's leading practitioners.
Fraudulent Intention$ Dec 30 2019 Based on
the true story of a corporate deal gone bad and
the internal investigation that exposed a
shocking online fraud. For SouthPoint Bank, its
purchase of Internet Connections, or ICon, was
a risky way to boost its stock price, and the deal
was rushed so that the Chairman of SouthPoint
could stay in power. For ICon, being acquired
by SouthPoint was its last chance to cash in on
the Internet boom, but the President of ICon
was looking for more than money he needed a
way to escape a secret that ICon had been
concealing through a conspiracy of fraud. After
an insiders tip, SouthPoint launched a surprise
internal investigation of ICon. When the
investigators found a connection between ICon
and the Russian Mafia, the investigation
suddenly turned into a dangerous race against
the clock to expose the fraud and to save
SouthPoint from financial ruin. From Andorra
in the Pyrenees Mountains to Antigua in the
Caribbean Sea, Fraudulent Intention$ twists
and turns around the shadowy world of online
adult entertainment.
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